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Statistics of the contact network in frictional and frictionless granular packings

Leonardo E. Silbert,* Gary S. Grest, and James W. Landry
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

~Received 20 August 2002; published 10 December 2002!

Simulated granular packings with different particle friction coefficientm are examined. The distribution of
the particle-particle and particle-wall normal and tangential contact forcesP( f ) are computed and compared

with existing experimental data. Heref [F/F̄ is the contact forceF normalized by the average valueF̄. P( f )
exhibits exponential-like decay at large forces, a plateau/peak nearf 51, with additional features at forces
smaller than the average that depend onm. Additional information beyond the one-point force distribution
functions is provided in the form of the force-force spatial distribution function and the contact point radial
distribution function. These quantities indicate that correlations between forces are only weakly dependent on
friction and decay rapidly beyond approximately three particle diameters. Distributions of particle-particle
contact angles show that the contact network is not isotropic and only weakly dependent on friction. High
force-bearing structures, or force chains, do not play a dominant role in these three-dimensional, unloaded
packings.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.061303 PACS number~s!: 45.70.Cc, 46.25.2y, 83.80.Fg

I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of granular materials, even static sandpiles,
continue to perplex engineers and physicists alike@1#. Pro-
cessing of granular materials play a central role in the phar-
maceuticals industry as well as engineering communities,
such as ceramic component design. For example, one may
wish to evenly distribute the ingredients in a tablet or pill, or
reduce the likelihood of component failure. However, as yet
there is no clear indication of how the individual particle
properties determine the final state of the system.

Although packings of frictionless, monodisperse, cohe-
sionless, hard spheres have been well studied@2#, little is
known about the effect of including particle friction. Recent
discrete element simulations of granular materials, where
packings were generated for particles for different static co-
efficients of friction m between individual particle pairs,
showed that the local particle coordination of the packing
varied strongly as a function of friction@3#. From a different
perspective, experimental studies of static granular assem-
blies have shown many interesting facets of the stress state of
these systems. One method of analysis appears to dominate
in describing the statistics of granular packings: computa-
tions of the probability distributions of normal forces arede
rigeur.

Experimental studies on granular packings use a variety
of techniques to measure the distribution of normal contact
forces P( f ) between particles and container walls@4–9#,
where f [F/F̄—all measured normal forcesF are normal-
ized with respect to the average forceF̄. The Chicago group
@4–7# utilized carbon paper to measureP( f ) at the base and
sides of a cylindrical container packed with glass spheres
with a normal load applied at the top of the packing. Forces
several times the average force were observed, with resolu-
tion down to the weight of a few particles. Blairet al. @6#

measuredP( f ) for amorphous and ordered granular packings
for particles with different values ofm, which varied by a
factor of approximately three. These experiments demon-
strated thatP( f ) is indiscriminate towards the effects of par-
ticle friction and structure of the packing, and the general
form of P( f ) remained robust within the resolution of the
experiment.

In a different experimental setup, Lo”voll et al. @8# used a
pressure transducer device to measureP( f ) at the bottom of
an unloaded granular packing under its own weight, on a
fixed substrate of particles glued to the supporting base. This
experiment was able to resolve forces down to the weight of
a few grain masses and showed that the spatial distribution
of contact forces were correlated over a few particle diam-
eters. Using a novel modification of the carbon paper tech-
nique, Tsounguiet al. @9# actually measuredP( f ) inside the
bulk of a 2D packing. Despite the poorer statistics of this
study, the results agreed well with Blairet al. @6# and Lo”voll
et al. @8#. Experimental studies on static granular packings
show thatP( f ) exhibits several generic features; an approxi-
mately exponential tail at largef and a plateau or peak near
f '1. Incidentally, a recent application of confocal micros-
copy techniques to dense emulsions, which can be consid-
ered to be jammed frictionless packings, provided force dis-
tribution data from within the bulk of 3D samples that share
the same qualitative features as theP( f ) obtained from
granular packings@10#.

Computational studies of compressed packings provide
good comparison with the experimental data@11,12#. How-
ever, there has been no systematic study of the effects of
particle friction on the force distributions within a granular
assembly. Here we show how the effects of friction change
the behavior ofP( f ) in the small force region but only
weakly affect the large-f region. We show that the local con-
tact geometry of the packing is not isotropic and only weakly
influenced by friction. We also go beyond the one-point force
distribution function and compute spatial force-force corre-
lations functions and the contact point radial distribution
function. We also discuss aspects of the force network
whereby high force-bearing structures, or force chains, do
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not seem to be a dominant feature of these unloaded pack-
ings.

We computedP( f ) in the bulk of various packings
~which is presently inaccessible in 3D experiments! that had
settled onto either a rough bed or a planar base. We com-
pared these results withP( f ) for particles in contact with the
flat base~similar to experiment! of a periodic packing and
with the P( f ) generated at the side walls of a cylindrical
packing. We resolve the components of the contact force that
are normal~n! and tangential~t! to the line of centers be-
tween two particles in contact.

In the next section we briefly describe the model, though
a more thorough description of the technique is available
elsewhere@3,13#. In Sec. III, we present results for the force
distributions, force correlations, and the contact geometry.
We also discuss some aspects of the force network with re-
spect to a force cutoff scheme, highlighting some pros and
cons of this method. In Sec. IV we summarize and conclude
this work.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

We performed three dimensional~3D! molecular dynam-
ics simulations withN monodisperse, cohesionless, inelastic
spheres that interact only on contact via a Hooke~linear!
spring or a Hertz contact law and static friction@14,15#. Con-
tacting particlesi and j positioned atr i and r j experience a
relative normal compressiond5ur i j 2du, where r i j 5r i
2r j , which results in a forceFi j 5Fn1Ft . The normal and
tangential contact forces are given by

Fn5 f ~d/d!S kndni j 2
m

2
gnvnD , ~1!

Ft5 f ~d/d!S 2ktDst2
m

2
g tvtD , ~2!

whereni j 5r i j /r i j , with r i j 5ur i j u, vn andvt are the normal
and tangential components of the relative surface velocity,
andkn,t andgn,t are elastic and viscoelastic constants respec-
tively. f (x)51 for Hookean springs andf (x)5Ax for Hert-
zian contacts.Dst is the elastic tangential displacement be-
tween spheres, obtained by integrating surface relative
velocities during elastic deformation of the contact. The
magnitude ofDst is truncated as necessary to satisfy a local
Coulomb yield criterionFt<mFn , whereFt[uFtu and Fn
[uFnu, andm is the particle-particle friction coefficient. For
the present simulations we setkn523105mg/d, kt5

2
7 kn ,

gn550Ag/d. For Hookean springs we setg t50 while for
Hertzian springs,g t5gn . For Hookean springs the coeffi-
cient of restitutionen,t , is related togn,t through

en,t5exp~2gn,ttcol/2!,

where the collision timetcol is determined by the contact
frequency between two particles. For the parameters chosen,
en50.88 for Hookean springs. For Hertzian contactse is
velocity dependent@16#, but the equivalent restitution coef-

ficient was also set to 0.88. We chose a time stepdt
51024t, wheret5Ad/g andg is the gravitational accelera-
tion.

Amorphous packings~with packing fractionf'0.60)
were generated by allowing an initially dilute system to settle
under gravity acting in the vertical direction. Particles settled
onto a bottom wall that was either a planar base or a bumpy
bed of particles frozen into a close packed random configu-
ration. This process was run until the kinetic energy of the
system was much smaller than the potential energy@3#. The
base had the same frictional and elastic properties as the
particles being poured.

Most of our results are for packings that are spatially pe-
riodic in the horizontal plane, i.e., we ignored the effects of
sidewalls. Because of this, the pressure in a packing does not
saturate with depth. Therefore, to make a direct comparison
with experiment, our definition of the average forcef n,t

[Fn,t /F̄(z)n,t , was normalized byF̄(z)n,t , the average
contact force at a depthz in the packing. The generation of
these packings is fully discussed in Ref.@3#. We also com-
pared results for packings poured into a cylindrical container
with ‘‘flat’’ walls and the same properties as the particles. In
this case, there is no need for depth-average normalization,
as the walls carry a significant fraction of the weight of the
system~providedm.0 @17#!. Results for the periodic pack-
ings with depth-average normalization are consistent with
the cylindrically confined packings. Therefore, depth-
average normalization proves to be the correct method for
comparing periodic packings with confined systems. Pack-
ings without depth normalization are equivalent to free-
standing sandpiles with a hydrostatic head.

III. RESULTS

A. Force distributions

Force distributions in all granular packings exhibit several
general features. Measurements of the distribution of normal
contact forcesP( f n), for granular packings that are either
free-standing under the influence of gravity@8# ~as we simu-
late here!, confined packings that have been loaded~as in
experiments! @4,6,9#, or axially compressed systems~as in
previous simulation studies and experiment! @11,18,19#, as
well as a lattice model@5#, all purport exponential tails in
P( f n) at large forces~typically for f n.1). Muethet al. @4#
used an empirical fit to their experimental data of the form

P~ f n!5a~12be2 f n
2
!e2b f n, ~3!

and found a53.0, b50.75, andb51.560.1 for loaded
glass spheres confined in a cylindrical container.

In Fig. 1 we show our computations of the force distribu-
tions for the normal contact forcef n for different systems. In
Fig. 1~a! we see that the form ofP( f n) is the same for both
Hookean or Hertzian contact force laws. Varying the system
size has no effect~other than improving the statistics of the
data!. Similarly, in Fig. 1~b! computations ofP( f n) in the
bulk of a periodic or confined system, at the base of the
periodic system, or at the sidewalls of the cylinder are indis-
tinguishable. Recent 2D simulations have shown thatP( f n)
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at the base can depend on the properties and geometry of the
base@20#. Computations ofP( f n) for those particles in con-
tact with the flat base and at the side walls also show the
generic form seen in the other data although the statistics
here are poor due to the number of contacts in the plane
('104) compared with the number of particle-particle con-
tacts in the bulk ('1052106).

To compare with existing experimental data, we fit Eq.~3!
to our data for the largest system. We show this comparison
in Fig. 2. The P( f n) computed over all contact forces is
denoted by the solid circles in Fig. 2 with best fit parameters

a52.55, b50.65, andb51.35, is in moderate agreement
with Eq. ~3! up to f '2, but falling off more quickly than Eq.
~3! for large f. We find a better fit to Eq.~3! if we filter out
the data forFn,mg, essentially mimicking the finite reso-
lution in experiment. This alters the average value such that
our original data set has now been ‘‘squeezed’’ together. We
denote this data as thepartial set in Fig. 2. The fit to Eq.~3!
with a53.1, b50.78, andb51.55, is much better than
when data for small forces is included. Our simulation data is
in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with previous
experimental results@4# and similar to Radjaiet al. @11#.

The empirical fit of Eq.~3! is poor for the total bulkP( f n)
over a large range of the data and we only achieve agreement
by filtering out very small forces in the partial data set in Fig.
2. We also note that on closer inspection of existing simula-
tion and experimental data, whether the tails ofP( f n) are
truly exponential or not is questionable and may be an indi-
cation of the averaging technique used in computational
studies@21#.

The distribution of tangential forcesP( f t) is shown in
Fig. 3. In comparison with the normal forces,P( f t) decays
more slowly thanP( f n). Fitting Eq. ~3! to the bulk data for
the largest system (N5128 000), we find good agreement
with a52.5, b50.7, andb51.4.

While there is clearly some agreement on the behavior of
P( f n) for large f n , the characteristic nature of the small
force region ofP( f n) remains in dispute. Experimental data
show thatP( f n) approaches a finite value asf n→0. How-
ever, some numerical works have suggested thatP( f n)→0
for small f n @22#. In Fig. 4 we show the small force region of
P( f n) for packings identically prepared but with different
particle friction coefficients. We do not show the fullP( f n)
curve as friction only weakly influences the behavior of the
large-f region. However, our large system size data suggests
that the exponential tail becomes slightly steeper with de-
creasing friction, i.e.,b increases asm decreases. The defin-
ing feature of these packings is that for purely frictionless

FIG. 1. Distribution ofnormalcontact forcesP( f n) for packings ofN monodisperse spheres of diameterd and particle friction coefficient
m50.5. ~a! Comparison between a spatially periodic Hertzian packing with a square base of dimensionsA520d320d and a Hookean
packing withA540d340d. System sizes are indicated in the legend.~b! Comparison between two Hookean packings, one a spatially
periodic system withN5128 000 andA540d340d, the other a confined, cylindrical packing of diameterD520d andN550 000.

FIG. 2. Distribution of normal contact forcesP( f n) for
Hookean packings ofN5128 000 monodisperse spheres andm
50.5, on a flat base of dimensions 40d340d. Thefull P( f n) ~solid
circles! includes normal forces for all contacting particles and we fit
to Eq.~3! ~solid line! usinga52.55,b50.65, andb51.32. For the
partial P( f n) ~open circles! we have excluded all forces less than
the weight of one grain and recomputedf, finding a better fit to Eq.
~3! with a53.1, b50.78, andb51.55. We have arbitrarily shifted
the curve for thepartial P( f n) for clarity.
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systems,P( f n) shows a well-defined peak at small forces,
while for m.0, P( f n) develops an upturn at very small
forces. The amplitude of this upturn increases with increas-
ing friction coefficient.

The Chicago group@6# studied different particle packings
wherem varied by a factor of approximately three. Within
the resolution of their experiment they did not find any sys-
tematic trend with friction. Because of the higher resolution
in simulation, the following comments are relevant to such

studies: the fraction of particle-particle contacts, orbonds,
experiencing small forces increases with increasingm even
though the total number of contacts decreases with increas-
ing m @3#. Further study shows that the fraction of particles
that are close to the Coulomb yield criterionFt'mFn , i.e.,
those particle pairs that are most likely to undergo local plas-
tic rearrangement, increases asm→0. Indeed, we have pre-
viously reported@3# that frictionless packings are always iso-
static, whereas frictional packings are hyperstatic and this
may be related to the behavior ofP( f n) at small f n .

For completeness we show the corresponding distribu-
tions P( f t), for the tangential forces in Fig. 5. In this case,
we do not find any significant systematic trend withm. The
role of m in the determination ofP( f n,t), is subtle. In fric-
tionless packings,P( f n) does not show an upturn at small
f n , therefore the generation of this upturn in frictional pack-
ings comes from the very presence of the frictional forcesf t ,
which influence the nature of particle contacts such that
P( f n) itself observes an upturn at small forces.

B. Force correlations

The spatial force-force correlation functionF(r ) mea-
sures spatial correlations between forces separated by a dis-
tancer. We use the same definition as in Refs.@4,8#,

F~r ![

(
i

(
j . i

d~ ur i j u2r ! f i f j

(
i

(
j . i

d~ ur i j u2r !

, ~4!

where r i j is the distance between particle contactsi and j,
and f i is the normalized contact force acting at contacti. In
experiment, spatial force correlations can, at present, only be
measured at container walls: the points of force contact co-
incide with particle contacts at the container surface lying in
a 2D plane. The minimum separation between measurements
in experiment is coincident with the particle size,r min'd. In

FIG. 3. Distribution oftangentialcontact forcesP( f t) for pack-
ings ofN monodisperse spheres of diameterd, with particle friction
coefficientm50.5. System size is shown in the legend. The line is
fit to Eq. ~3! for the largest system.

FIG. 4. P( f n) at small forces for packings with different particle
friction coefficientm. Frictionless packings (m50) exhibit a well-
defined peak inP( f n) near f n51, whereas even for low frictional
packings, an upturn appears inP( f n) at very small forces. The
amplitude of this upturn increases with increasing friction coeffi-
cient and the position of the peak also shifts to largerf n . Results
are for Hookean packings with periodic boundary conditions in the
horizontal plane, forN520 000 on a rough, particle base withA
520d320d.

FIG. 5. P( f t) at small forces for packings with different particle
friction coefficientm. Results are for Hookean packings with peri-
odic boundary conditions forN520 000 andA520d320d.
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a 3D packing, contact forces transmitted at the points of
particle-particle contacts are only restricted by excluded vol-
ume effects. For monodisperse spheres in 3D the minimum
separation,r min'd/2. A locally four-particle pyramid con-
figuration would give this minimum separation. Muethet al.
@4# found no evidence for spatial correlations between the
contact forces within the resolution of their measurements.
Lo”voll et al. @8#, using a different measuring technique, re-
solved their force data showing weak force correlations at
the base of their packings which extend out to approximately
five particle diameters@8#. This may only come about from
the induced order of the sample at the container wall.

Because of the restricted geometry of experimental mea-
surements, we found it instructive to compare our computa-
tions ofF(r ) for the normal contact forces within the bulk of
amorphous packings, and see how these might depend onm.
For comparison we also computed the correlation function
between tangential contact forces form50.5. In Fig. 6 we
present the spatial force correlation function for a frictionless
packing (m50) and a frictional packing (m50.50). Within
the bulk of the packing, forces are correlated, but only over
short distances, extending to less than three particle diam-
eters in the bulk, indicative of the diffuse nature of the force
transmission network. However, the effect of friction on
these correlations is very weak, with the frictional packing
exhibiting only a very slight increase in local correlation.

Similar to Muethet al. @4#, in Fig. 7 we also show the
radial distribution functiong(r ), betweencontact pointsin-
side the bulk of a frictionless (m50) and a frictional pack-
ing (m50.50). Clearly, the frictionless packing has a higher
first peak, representative of the higher coordination of the
frictionless packing compared with the frictional one@3#, and
also local correlations between the positions of the contact

points are stronger in the case of the zero friction packing
indicating a more ordered distribution of contact points in the
system.

C. Contact geometry

We have so far shown that computations ofP( f ) for vari-
ous particle parameters yield essentially the same data, ex-
cept for smallf. It is ironic then, that although the generic
features ofP( f ) are a signature of the granularity of the
system, it offers little distinctive information on the grain-
level properties of the packing. Keeping in the spirit of par-
ticle pair information, in Fig. 8 we show the probability dis-
tributions for particle-particle contact angles defined in the
local spherical coordinate system that bonds make with re-
spect to the vertical~parallel to gravity direction!. In Fig. 8
we compare packings with differentm(50,0.1,0.5) and
found that the distribution of contact angles has only a weak

FIG. 6. Spatial force-force correlation functionF(r ) for normal
contact forces as defined in Eq.~4! computed within the bulk of a
frictionless~circles! and frictional (m50.5–solid line! packing. The
dotted line shows the corresponding correlation for the tangential
forces whenm50.5. The inset shows that correlations do not
reemerge at larger distances, for the cell sizeN5128 000, A
540d340d. Data form50.5 only are shown for clarity.

FIG. 7. Radial distribution functiong(r ) of the contact points
within the bulk of a frictionless ~circles! and frictional
(m50.5-line! packing.

FIG. 8. Probability distribution functionsP(u) for particle-
particle contact angles, whereu is defined in the local spherical
coordinate system as the angle the particle pair makes with the
vertical.u50 is a vertical contact andu590° a horizontal contact.
Packings withm50,0.1,0.5 are shown.
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dependence on friction indicating that all the systems locally
appear similar. In all cases, the majority of contact angles lie
in the range 45°,u,90°.

It is a simple exercise to further computeP(u) only be-
tween particles that carry a large force, i.e., to identify or
distinguish between ‘‘weak’’ and ‘‘strong’’ forces, as Radjai
and co-workers have done for compressed systems@12,23#.
In Fig. 9, we compareP(u) computed between all contacting
particle pairs andP(u) computed for the subset of particles
in contact whose normal contact forcef n. f cut, wheref cut is
some given threshold value. Here we setf cut52.0, i.e., all
particles whose normal contact force is greater than twice the
average. Resolving the contact angle distribution according
to a force cutoff as in Fig. 9 reveals that high force-bearing
clusters are more directional and the anisotropy grows with
increasingf cut ~not shown here!.

D. Contact network

The existence of heterogeneous force networks is sup-
ported by experimental visualization. Photoelastic particle
packings@24# or piles subject to local force perturbations
@25,26#, demonstrate inhomogeneity in the magnitude of the
forces propagating through granular assemblies— ‘‘force
chains.’’ However, it is still not clear how relevant these
structures are in determining the stress state of the system.
The 2D simulations of Radjaiet al. @12# suggested for com-
pressed granular packings, a distinction can be made be-
tween the ‘‘strong’’ force network, those particles in contact
that carry a force greater than the average normal contact
force, and the ‘‘weak’’ force network, the network of par-
ticles that experience a force smaller than the average. In
some theoretical approaches, the strong force network is as-
sumed to support all the stress in the system, with the weak
force network acting merely as a supporting framework to
this which can essentially be neglected@27#.

To investigate the relative importance of the force net-
works, we computed the normal force that subnetworks of
force chains contribute to the bulk average contact normal
force. In Fig. 10, we variedf cut and then computed the frac-
tion of bonds remaining in the force network whose contact
force was greater thanf cut ~‘‘strong’’ force network!, and
computed the contribution that this network made to the av-
erage force. The computation of the relative force network
contributions in Fig. 10 indicates only a weak distinction
between the ‘‘strong’’ force network for particle contacts
with f n*2, and a weak force network withf n&2, say.
Therefore it is questionable whether the so-called strong net-
work actually does carry most, if not all, of the stress in the
system. For example, by going from one curve to the other as
indicated by the arrow in Fig. 10, we find 50% of contacts
contribute approximately 80% to the average contact force.
This is a small distinction, and not nearly an order of mag-
nitude difference between the two networks that one might
expect if the strong forces dominated the weak phase.

A related question is the stability of the relative force
networks. One of the simplifying assumptions of fragility in
granular materials@28# suggests that the strong-force net-
work is minimally coordinated. For a 3D frictional packing
this gives a coordination numberz54 @29#. To calculate the
network-averaged coordination number of a subset of par-
ticles, the contacting neighbors of the chosen network need
be included. In Fig. 11 we draw a schematic for determining
the coordination number given a subnetwork of particles~de-
noted by the gray particles!, knowing the list of network
neighbors~white particles!.

FIG. 9. Distribution of contact anglesP(u) of particles in con-
tact for a packing withm50.5. We distinguish betweenP(u) com-
puted between all pairs in contact~solid line!, and a subset of par-
ticle pairs whose contact force is greater than some cutoff threshold

f cut ~dashed line!. Here f cut52 f̄ , i.e., all contacting particles whose
normal contact force is greater than twice the average contact force.
Packings for allm exhibit similar behavior.

FIG. 10. Frictional packing (m50.5) contribution to the bulk
average normal contact force and the fraction of particle contacts
that make up this contribution, as a function of the imposed contact
force thresholdf cut . Solid lines are the contributions from normal
contact forcesf n larger than the thresholdf cut and dashed lines are
for the forces that are smaller than the threshold. Thick solid line:
fractional contribution to the average normal contact force for con-
tacts with f n. f cut . Thin solid line: the fraction of contacts with
f n. f cut . Thick dashed line: percentage contribution to the force
coming from contacts withf n, f cut . Thin dashed line: the fraction
of contacts withf n, f cut . The arrow indicates the example where
50% of particle contacts contribute to 80% of the bulk average
contact force. Packings for allm exhibit similar behavior.
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Computation of the coordination numberz for packings
with differentm, over a range of cutoff valuesf cut is shown
in Fig. 12. The network-averaged coordination number of
particle clusters, based on the forces that they carry, de-
creases monotonically from the bulk averaged coordination
( f cut50) to approximatelyz51. It appears thatf cut'2,
represents some limit in the system in the sense that for
f cut.2, the average size of particle clusters contributing are
particle pairs, i.e., the largest cluster that propagates large
forces is only of size two.

Additionally, we provide examples of force network real-
izations. In Fig. 13 we show two force network configura-
tions of a slice approximately four particle diameters thick
taken from the center of the large, frictional, periodic system
(N5128000 andm50.5). We only show bonds whose force
is greater than twice the average. Figure 13~a! is the force
network for the absolute normal contact forces F without
depth normalization forFcut52F̄. This corresponds to a sec-
tion through the middle of a wide sandpile. Figure 13~a! can
be compared to the 2D experimental realization in Refs.
@24,30#. If we show all bonds, the force network is dense
with many weak forces. This may be an indication of the
relative sensitivity of the experimental visualization tech-
nique which clearly cannot resolve the smallest forces. The

number of large forces increases with depth giving a clear
indication of the propagation of weight down the pile.

Figure 13~b! is the force network for the depth-
normalized normal contact forcesf with f cut52 f̄ . We find
similar configurations for the cylindrically confined packing.
Therefore this is the equivalent force network for a confined,
frictional, unloaded packing. Because the weight of the par-
ticles have been normalized out of the force~mimicking
walls that support forces!, forces of all magnitudes are seen
throughout the pack. In both cases, we find that extended
force-bearing structures exist over a range of length scales,
but do not necessarily transmit the largest forces only.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that large scale simulations of
granular packings offer insight into the effects of particle
friction on measurements of the distribution of particle-
particle and particle-wall contact forcesP( f ). Our detailed
comparison between simulation and empirical fits, obtained
from experiments@4#, showed moderate agreement. How-
ever, we were only able to fit our data over the full range in
f after filtering out the smallest forces in the system~using
the partial data set!. We reason that this is an appropriate way
to account for the limited resolution in experiment. We also
reiterate the fact that many simulation and numerical, as well
as some experimental, studies of force distributions do not
show a clear exponential tail at largef and we believe this
may partly be due to the resolution of very small forces that
affect the total normalization parameters.

We were able to discern the influence that friction plays
on P( f ) in the small force region. The fraction of particle-
particle contacts that experience very small forces increases
with friction even though the total number of contacts de-
creases with increasingm. Excluded volume effects rather
than the functional form of the force law appear to dominate
the bulk behavior of the system for dense packings. Our

FIG. 11. Schematic for computing the coordination number of a
subset network of particles. Iff cut determines the gray particles to
belong to the force network, then to compute the coordination num-
ber of this network we need to knowall contact neighbors~gray and
white particles! of the given subnetwork.

FIG. 12. Coordination numberz for packings with differentm,
of particle networks as a function of the force cutofff cut that de-
termines whether they belong to the network or not.
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studies of very large systems show that the tails ofP( f )
become marginally steeper with decreasing friction, i.e.,b in
Eq. ~3! increases asm decreases. Our ongoing work on simu-
lating confined packings will investigate some of these issues
further @17#.

The force-force spatial distribution function and contact
point radial distribution function indicate that spatial corre-
lations between the contact forces and positions of the con-
tacts extend out only to approximately three particle diam-
eters. This shows that force correlations dissipate quickly in
the bulk and that the force transmission network propagates
locally but becomes diffuse rapidly. On introducing a force
cutoff scheme to analyze force-bearing structures, we found
no clear evidence for distinct ‘‘weak’’ and ‘‘strong’’ force
phases.

In general this discussion was only concerned with un-
loaded or unperturbed amorphous granular packings. In this
sense we have provided information on the ‘‘reference state’’
of a granular material from a microstructural point of view.
This state is rather insensitive to the value of the particle
friction coefficient and is primarily determined by construc-
tion history@31#. Although we have not investigated the per-
turbed state or response function of these systems@25#, it is

likely that particle properties play a much more significant
role in the response of a granular system than in the static
state. Some theoretical treatments@27,32# on force chain
analysis may benefit from the information of this unper-
turbed system when calculating the resulting response of
such a system under some force perturbation. In fact, the
contact angle distribution in Fig. 8 suggests that the ‘‘split-
ting angle’’ us590°2u, in the language of Ref.@32#, does
seem to lie predominantly in the range 0,us,30°. Compar-
ing the experimental visualisation in Ref.@25# and the theo-
retical model in Ref.@32#, the force chain analysis can be
thought of as a superposition of force chains on top of the
background force network.
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